1. Create a wiki page for the project that you are working on for the course (either small project, trade study, or linked course project). Your wiki page should contain a list of the people working on the project, a copy of your GOTChA chart (or link to it) and links to other pages with relevant information. You should create a link from your race team page to the project page. (Estimated time required: 15 minutes.)

2. Create a Bugzilla account on grandchallenge (if you don’t already have one) and create a bug assigned to your team coordinator and cc’d to murray@cds. The bug should contain the phrase “HW #4” in the summary (in exactly that form, so that it can be searched for). Your team coordinator will assign this bug to you and you should resolve it as fixed with some non-empty comment (eg, any problems you had getting Bugzilla to work). You should create the bug no later than Sunday at 5 pm (earlier would be nice) so that your coordinator has time to assign it to you. (Estimated time required: 15 minutes.)